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FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA

Comcare v Hill [2005] FCA 657

WORKERS COMPENSATION – Appeal against decision of Administrative Appeals Tribunal (‘AAT’) setting aside decision of independent review officer who affirmed Comcare’s determination denying liability for compensation claim made by respondent pursuant to Safety, Rehabilitation & Compensation Act 1988 (Cth) (‘the SRC Act’) – whether respondent’s injuries could be deemed to have arisen out of his employment – whether injury the result of reasonable medical treatment for an earlier compensable impairment and therefore a deemed injury pursuant to s 4(3) of the SRC Act – appeal dismissed.

Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act (1975) (Cth) s 25(4), 43(1), 43(2), 44(1)
MEDIA RELEASE

JULIA GILLARD M.P.

Shadow Minister for Health

ABBOTT OUT OF TOUCH
WITH HIS OWN DEPARTMENT

The Minister for Health today has revealed the true extent of his own incompetence by disagreeing with a major submission written by his own Department of Health and Ageing to the Productivity Commission inquiry into the medical workforce shortage.

The claim made by Tony Abbott that he has not laid eyes on his Departments submission must make Australians wonder what the Minister does for a job. How is it possible for a Department to send a submission to a major inquiry without the Minister reading it, understanding it and authorising it?

Not only has Tony Abbott not bothered to read the submission which was released mid August, he has also made media statements in complete contradiction with his own Departments recommendations.
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